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Crystal Structure of Thermus aquaticus
Core RNA Polymerase at 3.3 AÊ Resolution
DNA template, and finally releases itself and the com-
pleted transcript from the DNA when a specific termina-
tion signal is encountered. The current view is that the
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*The Rockefeller University transcribing RNAP contains sites for binding the DNA
template as well as forming and maintaining the tran-New York, New York 10021
²Waksman Institute and Department of Genetics scription bubble, binding the RNA transcript, and bind-
ing the incoming nucleotide±triphosphate substrate.Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 Since the initial indications of DNA-dependent RNAP
activity from a number of systems (Weiss and Gladstone,
1959; Huang et al., 1960; Hurwitz et al., 1960; Stevens,
1960) and the isolation of the RNAP enzyme from bacte-Summary
rial sources (Chamberlin and Berg, 1962), a wealth of
biochemical, biophysical, and genetic information hasThe X-ray crystal structure of Thermus aquaticus core
accumulated on RNAP and its complexes with nucleicRNA polymerase reveals a ªcrab clawº±shaped mole-
acids and accessory factors (von Hippel et al., 1984;cule with a 27 AÊ wide internal channel. Located on the
Erie et al., 1992; Sentenac et al., 1992; Gross et al.,back wall of the channel is a Mg21 ion required for
1996). Nevertheless, the enzyme itself, in terms of itscatalytic activity, which is chelated by an absolutely
structure±function relationship, remains a black box. Anconserved motif from all bacterial and eukaryotic cel-
essential step toward understanding the mechanism oflular RNA polymerases. The structure places key func-
transcription and its regulation is to determine three-tional sites, defined by mutational and cross-linking
dimensional structures of RNAP and its complexes withanalysis, on the inner walls of the channel in close
DNA, RNA, and regulatory factors.proximity to the active center Mg21. Further out from
Low-resolution structures of bacterial and eukaryoticthe catalytic center, structural features are found that
RNAPs, provided by electron crystallography, reveal amay be involved in maintaining the melted transcrip-
molecule shaped like a crab claw with a groove or chan-tion bubble, clamping onto the RNA product and/or
nel that is an appropriate size for accomodating double-DNA template to assure processivity, and delivering
helical DNA (Darst et al., 1989, 1991, 1998a, 1998b;nucleotide substrates to the active center.
Schultz et al., 1993; Polyakov et al., 1995). To provide
a more detailed framework for interpreting the existing
genetic, biochemical, and biophysical information, asIntroduction
well as to guide further studies aimed at understanding
the transcription process and its regulation, we haveRNA in all cellular organisms is synthesized by a com-
plex molecular machine, the DNA-dependent RNA poly- determined the three-dimensional structure of a bacte-
rial core RNAP by X-ray crystallography at 3.3 AÊ reso-merase (RNAP). In its simplest bacterial form, the en-
zyme comprises at least four subunits with a total lution.
molecular mass of around 400 kDa. The eukaryotic en-
zymes comprise upward of a dozen subunits with a total Results
molecular mass of around 500 kDa. The essential core
component of the bacterial RNAP (subunit composition Purification, Crystallization, and
a2bb9) is evolutionarily conserved from bacteria to hu- Structure Determination
mans (Archambault and Friesen, 1993) (Figure 1). Se- The core RNAP isolated from Thermus aquaticus (see
quence conservation points to structural and functional Experimental Procedures) comprised four distinct poly-
homologies, making the simpler bacterial RNAPs excel- peptides. The three largest polypeptides were cloned
lent model systems for understanding the multisubunit and sequenced, identifying them as a, b, and b9 (Figure
cellular RNAPs in general. 1 and Table 2). The fourth polypeptide (about 10.5 kDa)
The basic elements of the transcription cycle were was tentatively identified as the v subunit (see below).
elucidated through study of the prokaryotic system. In The isolated enzyme was active in a non±promoter-spe-
this cycle, the RNAP, along with other factors, locates cific transcription assay (K. Murakami and S. A. D., un-
specific sequences called promoters within the double- published observation).
stranded DNA, forms the open complex by melting a Tetragonal crystals, space group P41212 (a 5 b 5
portion of the DNA surrounding the transcription start 201, c 5 294 AÊ ), were grown by vapor diffusion (see
site, initiates the synthesis of an RNA chain, elongates Experimental Procedures). The crystals contained one
the RNA chain completely processively while translocat- 375.4 kDa core RNAP molecule per asymmetric unit,
ing itself and the melted transcription bubble along the with a solvent content of 65%. Diffraction from the radia-
tion-sensitive crystals was anisotropic, with reflections
observed along the best and worst directions at 3.0 AÊ³ To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: darst@
and 3.4 AÊ Bragg spacings, respectively. The structurerockvax.rockefeller.edu).
was solved by the method of multiple isomorphous re-§ Present address: National Jewish Medical and Research Center,
400 Jackson Street, Denver, Colorado 80206. placement (see Experimental Procedures and Table 1).
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Figure 1. Sequence Features of T. aquaticus b and b9
The histograms represent the results of a sequence alignment of b9 (top) or b (bottom) homologs from 50 prokaryotic and chloroplast RNAP
sequences (a) plus 26 eukaryotic and archaebacterial sequences ([b]; courtesy of V. Nikiforov). One hundred percent sequence conservation
among all the sequences is represented by a tall red bar; less than 20% is represented by a small blue bar; intermediate levels are represented
by orange, light green, and light blue bars. The numbered scale in the middle represents amino acid position. The first row underneath the
histograms (labeled ªstructureº) denotes the modeled portion of the structure, with full modeled structure and sequence represented by a
thick black line and polyAla model represented by a thinner line. The next row underneath (labeled ªfigure 4º) denotes the color coding used
for the backbones of the large subunits in Figure 4, with the N terminus red, the C terminus blue, and a color gradient in between. The next
row down (labeled ªdomainsº) denotes the domain architecture of the subunit. The structural domains are labeled 1±6 for b9 and 1±8 for b.
The next row down (labeled ªconserved regionsº) denotes the most highly conserved regions among all the prokaryotic, chloroplast, archaebac-
terial, and eukaryotic sequences, as initially identified for b9 by Jokerst et al. (1989) and for b by Sweetser et al. (1987) but with expanded
conserved regions due to the larger number of aligned sequences. In addition, the original assignment of b9 conserved region E (Jokerst et
al., 1989) is not supported by the more extensive alignment, and this region has been redefined. Above the histograms, red bars denote the
positions of cleavage sites by hydroxyl-radicals generated from the active center metal-chelation site (Zaychikov et al., 1996; Mustaev et al., 1997),
magenta bars represent the locations of mutations that confer rifampicin resistance (Jin and Gross, 1988; Severinov et al., 1994), and yellow bars
denote the positions of cross-links to initiating nucleotide analogs (Mustaev et al., 1991; Severinov et al., 1995; Zaychikov et al., 1996).
Modeling and Refinement 2). The fold of the previously solved E. coli a subunit
N-terminal domain (NTD) dimer (Zhang and Darst, 1998)The initial MIR map showed protein-solvent boundaries
and contained some identifiable a helices. Density modi- was easily recognized, and the aNTD structure was
modeled and refined as described in Experimentalfication resulted in a dramatically improved map (Figure
Table 1. Crystallographic Data
Resolution Rmergea (%) No. of Unique Total Completenessc (%) Phasing Power d
Data Set (AÊ ) (1/2 ano) Reflections (1/2 ano) Observationsb (1/2 ano) (Centric/Acentric/Ano) No. of Sites
TriMetPbe 3.2 10.0/7.6 78,640/122,450 181,691 82.5/67.4 2/2/0.22 1
HgCl2e 3.2 6.2/5.5 70,627/103,250 245,952 77.1/50.5 1.10/1.23/0.58 4
EthylHgCle 3.2 7.5/5.7 77,123/120,759 188,044 78.5/64.5 1.10/1.45/0.48 3
Ta6Br14e 3.7 7.7/5.8 47,995/72,245 107,255 75.4/59.9 0.55/0.68/0.50 5
Mersalylf 3.2 7.7/6.2 90,039/169,685 248,398 92.5/75.3 1.06/1.48/0.75 1
KAu(CN)2f 3.3 12.1/9.8 70,851/104,869 145,942 79.8/62.1 0.39/0.44/0.12 1
EMTSf 3.2 11.3/8.7 77,657/111,598 140,480 79.4/59.8 1.22/1.64/0.81 5
Ir4g 3.0 9.5/8.0 866,353/161,702 308,116 74.7/71.4 0.46/0.65/0.32 4
HgCl2g 3.0 9.1/8.0 926,452/15,026 346,661 77.0/65.4 1.17/1.50/0.98 4
Se Mete,h 4.0 9.7 45,071 133,158 80.1 45
Mean Figure of Meritd
Resolution (AÊ ) 40.36±8.27 40.36±5.91 40.36±4.84 40.36±4.20 40.36±3.76 40.36±3.44 40.36±3.18 Overall
No. of reflections 6,070 10,153 12,928 15,112 17,054 18,761 20,004 100,082
F.O.M. 0.756 0.674 0.543 0.406 0.278 0.165 0.085 0.341
aRmerge 5 S|Ij 2 ,I.|/SIj, with or without Bijvoet pairs treated as equivalent.
bTotal observations, the number of full and partial observations measured with nonnegative intensity to the indicated resolution.
cCompleteness, the percentage of possible unique reflections measured with I/s(I) $ 0 to the indicated resolution.
dPhasing power and figure of merit are from SHARP (de La Fortelle et al., 1997).
eData set was collected at CHESS A1, F1, or F2.
fData set was collected at APS 14-BM-C.
gData set was calculated at NSLS X25.
hSeMet data was not included in phase calculations.
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After positional refinement of an initial model, the re-
sulting phase-combined maps revealed additional side
chain density, allowing adjustment of the model and
assignment of additional sequence. The current model
(Table 2) contains about 70% of the main chain of b9,
the complete main chain of b (except for a few residues
at each terminus), the aNTD dimer, a 91-residue polyAla
model of v, one Mg21 ion (chelated at the active center),
and one Zn21 ion. Lacking electron density and presum-
ably disordered in the crystal are both a C-terminal do-
mains, as well as a 74-residue segment of b9 that in-
cludes a Zn21-binding motif along with most of b9
conserved region A (b9A). The region of primarily helical,
well-defined electron density assigned to v was com-
pletely detached from any other density and was at odds
with the secondary structure predicted for b9A (the only
region not assigned that was large enough to account
for the density), which was completely b sheet (Rost
and Sander, 1993). Secondary structure predictions us-
ing the sequence of either E. coli or Deinococcus radio-
durans (evolutionarily closely related to T. aquaticus) v
matched the structure of this portion almost to the resi-
due, leading to its assignment as v. A nonconserved
sequence of 330 residues inserted between b9A and b9B
(Figure 1) is currently not modeled. Electron density for
this domain is present but weak and generally not well
connected. Several stretches of residues are modeled
as polyAla. These include linker regions between b9D
and b9E, as well as between bD-E and bE-F. The R factor
for the current model is 0.329 for data from 8±3.3 AÊ
resolution (Rfree 5 0.399). The model presented here can-
not be characterized as well refined; on the basis of
this refinement alone, we cannot rule out local areas
of misassigned sequences (sequence register shifts) in
some regions of the structure. Nevertheless, with the
exception of b9A, which is disordered and not modeled,
Figure 2. Experimental Electron Density Maps the conserved regions of the large subunits are generally
well defined. In addition, the structure of the aNTD dimer(a) A thin slice from the MIR electron density map, after density
modification (see Experimental Procedures), showing the region was easily built from the known structure with no ambi-
corresponding to the aNTD dimer. The a carbon backbone of one guities. Serving to limit the possibility of errors in the
aNTD monomer from the final, refined structure is shown in yellow, structure was the availability of selenomethionine differ-
the other in green. At the upper right is a small portion of a symmetry-
ence peaks; within the modeled portion of the structure,related molecule. At the bottom are some regions from other sub-
there are 42 Met residues, 38 of which correlate withunits of the RNAP. Shown in green are selenomethionine difference
selenomethionine peaks. Also, within the modeled por-Fourier peaks contoured at 3s. The corresponding methionine resi-
tion of the structure, there are 9 Cys residues; 7 of thesedues in the structure are labeled.
(b) A close-up view of the MIR electron density map, after density are bound by various Hg derivatives (Table 1), and the
modification, in the region of the aNTD dimer interface, with the other two are buried and are not solvent accessible.
refined model superimposed. Furthermore, the binding site for a single-site Pb deriva-
tive was interpreted to be the known site of Mg21 chela-
tion in the enzyme active center by 3 Asp residues in
Procedures (Figure 2). Phase combination and multido- the absolutely conserved -NADFDGD- motif of b9D (Zay-
main noncrystallographic symmetry averaging were chikov et al., 1996). It was subsequently shown that Pb
then used to obtain a slightly improved map. This map ions bind to this site in the protein with very high affinity
was exceptionally clean, with secondary structural ele- (A. Mustaev, personal communication). To resolve the
ments and well-connected main chain density over most structure more completely, further refinement is in prog-
of the structure, allowing building of a polyalanine model ress, as well as collection of more accurate and higher-
containing about 85% of the expected number of resi- resolution data.
dues for b and b9. Side chain density, while present in Further support for the structure comes from the fact
much of the map, was weak to nonexistent in other that it explains a wide range of independent biochemi-
regions. For this reason, selenomethionyl core RNAP cal, biophysical, and genetic data available in the litera-
was prepared and crystallized (see Experimental Proce- ture (which was not used to guide the model-building
dures). The resulting Fourier-difference peaks aided in process). The available evidence supporting the model
the localization of methionine residues during modeling includes the following. (1) With only a few exceptions,
the structure corresponds to the predicted secondary(Figure 2a).
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Table 2. Structural Model
No. of Residues
Subunit na Mr (kDa) Sequence Model Regions Modeled
b9 1 170.7 1,525 1,077 4±22, 96±132, 462±523, 535±1493
(polyAla: 4±22, 96±132, 462±509, 797±869, 1451±1493)
b 1 124.4 1,119 1,112 2±1113
(polyAla: 478±521, 599±652)
a 2 34.9 313 226 6±231
v 1 10.5 91 91 1±91
(polyAla: 1±91)
Total 5 375.4 3,361 2,732
a Number of copies of the subunit in the RNAP assembly.
structure (Rost and Sander, 1993), which is expected to with the low-resolution structure of E. coli core RNAP
from cryoelectron microscopy (Darst et al., 1998a,be accurate because of the large number of sequences
used in the prediction for b and b9 (50 and 86, respec- 1998b). The shape is reminiscent of a crab claw, with an
internal groove or channel running along the full lengthtively). (2) Prokaryotic RNAPs are inhibited by the antibi-
otic rifampicin, which binds with high affinity to a geneti- (between the claws). One arm of the claw is primarily
the b subunit, the other primarly b9. The molecule iscally well-characterized site in b. Mutations conferring
rifampicin resistance are scattered throughout the pri- about 150 AÊ long (from the back to the tips of the claws),
115 AÊ tall, and 110 AÊ wide (parallel with the channel).mary sequence of b (Jin and Gross, 1988; Severinov et
al., 1993) (Figure 1) but are clustered together in the The channel has many internal features, but the overall
width is about 27 AÊ .structure (Figure 5, bottom panel). (3) Genetic and cross-
linking studies have identified residues in widely sepa- The overall architecture of the RNAP, as well as the
individual subunits and their organization and interac-rated regions of the b subunit sequence that are directly
involved in binding the initiating NTP substrate or are tions, can be viewed in Figure 3. Specific regions of the
structure discussed in the text are also labeled in Figurewithin a few angstroms of the site (Mustaev et al., 1991;
Severinov et al., 1995) (Figure 1), but these residues are 3, but because of the size and complexity of the struc-
ture, it is difficult to follow any particular polypeptideclustered together in the structure (Figure 5, bottom
panel). (4) A fusion between the C terminus of b and the chain. The overall paths of the polypeptide backbones
of the b and b9 subunits are illustrated in Figure 4 using aN terminus of b9 in E. coli shows no detectable defects
in vivo or in vitro (Severinov et al., 1997), and the fusion color gradient from red (N terminus) to blue (C terminus).
Specific regions of each subunit can be roughly locatedoccurs naturally in some bacterial species (Zakharova
et al., 1999). These two sites are immediately adjacent by referring to the same color code illustrated below
each primary structure schematic in Figure 1.to one another in the structure (Figure 3). (5) Known
sites of protease sensitivity in intact RNAP (Borukhov
et al., 1991; Severinov et al., 1992) are exposed on the Subunit Interactions
A detailed analysis of RNAP intersubunit contacts willsurface of the structure. (6) Mustaev et al. (1997) used
Fe21-generated hydroxyl-radical cleavage to identify be presented elsewhere. Some points of general interest
are summarized here. As expected, the RNAP subunitsnine sites widely separated in the primary sequences of
b (five sites) and b9 (four sites; Figure 1) that are all close make extensive interfaces with each other. b and b9
each contribute about 17% of their solvent-accessibleto the active center Mg21. These sites are all less than
20 AÊ from the active center Mg21 in the structure (Figure surface (Lee and Richards, 1971) to contacts with other
subunits. Indicative of its presumed role in assembly,5, top panel). (7) Mustaev et al. (1994) used chimeric
rifampicin±ATP compounds to show that the rifampicin- each aNTD monomer contributes about 24% of its sol-
vent-accessible surface to intersubunit contacts. Thebinding site and the initiating NTP substrate site (the i
site) are within 15 AÊ of each other, which is explained structure supports the view that the aNTD dimer func-
tions to aid the assembly of b and b9 but does notby the structure (Figure 5, bottom panel).
participate directly in catalysis. In fact, no residues of
the aNTD dimer have access to the internal channel ofGeneral Architecture
The shape and size of the T. aquaticus core RNAP X-ray RNAP where catalysis takes place.
b regions F, G, H, and I contact the aNTD dimer almoststructure (Figures 3, 4, and 6) correspond extremely well
Figure 3. Structure of T. aquaticus Core RNAP
Stereo-RIBBONS diagrams of the three-dimensional structure of core RNAP. Various features discussed in the text are labeled. The break in
the chain of b9 due to the disordered region A is indicated by red dots (the gap corresponds to residues 23±95). The break in the chain of b9
due to the unmodeled, nonconserved region is indicated by green dots. (The gap corresponds to residues 133±461.) The individual subunits
are color-coded as indicated at the bottom of the figure. The Mg21 ion chelated at the active center is indicated by a magenta sphere. The
Zn21 ion bound in b9 (see text) is indicated by a light green sphere. (Top) View roughly parallel with the main axis of the RNAP channel. (Middle)
Top view rotated 908 clockwise about the vertical axis. (Bottom) Top view rotated 1808 about the vertical axis, giving a view down the opposite
end of the main channel.
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Figure 4. The RNAP b and b9 Subunits
Two stereo views of the RNAP structure (represented by transparent molecular surfaces), displayed using the program GRASP (Nicholls et
al., 1991). The paths of the polypeptide backbone for b (top) or b9 (bottom) are shown as worms and color-coded with a gradient from the N
to C terminus according to the scheme shown at the top of the figure (the color coding is also shown in Figure 1 with closer reference to the
features of the primary structure). The nonconserved domain of b9 (residues 133±461) is not included in the color gradient. The surfaces are
colored according to the worm color, or else are white for the other RNAP subunits. The Mg21 ion chelated at the active center is indicated
by a magenta sphere. The Zn21 ion bound in b9 (see text) is indicated by a light green sphere.
exclusively through only one of the aNTD monomers between b regions H and I and b9 region D, which posi-
tion the -NADFDGD- motif of b9D for chelating the active(denoted aI; Figure 3), with the primary interface being
bH, consistent with the findings of Wang et al. (1997). b9 site Mg21 (Figure 5, bottom panel).
Of particular importance is bI, which makes a numberregions C, D, G, and H contact exclusively the other a
monomer (aII). The interactions that b and b9 make with of critical interactions. An N-terminal part of bI (residues
974±979) makes contacts with aI that are critical for thethe aNTD dimer closely match the hydroxyl-radical pro-
tein footprinting data of Heyduk et al. (1996). formation of the a2b assembly intermediate (Wang et
al., 1997). The middle of bI (residues 998±1008) contactsb and b9 make extensive interactions with each other.
A major interface between the two large subunits occurs b9 regions C, G, and H along with bH and b9D to help form
the catalytic center (Figure 5, bottom panel). Finally,at the base of the channel where the active center Mg21
is chelated (Figure 3). Particularly critical are interactions the C-terminal part of bI (residues 1009±1099), which is
Crystal Structure of T. aquaticus RNA Polymerase
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Figure 5. Active Center of RNAP
(Top) Stereo view showing the a carbon backbone of b (cyan) and b9 (rose) around the region of the active center Mg21 ion (magenta sphere).
The sites of hydroxyl-radical cleavage of the b and b9 polypeptides by Fe21 substituted in the active center Mg21 site (Zaychikov et al., 1996;
Mustaev et al., 1997) are colored red and labeled according to the subunit and the conserved region. (All of the cleavage sites occur within
conserved regions of the large subunits.)
(Bottom) Stereo RIBBONS diagram of the RNAP active center. The view is roughly the same as Figure 3B. The RNAP subunits are color-
coded as in Figure 3 (b9, rose; b, cyan; aI, yellow). The locations of some conserved regions of b and b9 are labeled with white letters. The
active center Mg21 is shown as a pink sphere. The side chains of the absolutely conserved -NADFDGD- motif from b9D, responsible for
chelating the active center Mg21 (Zaychikov et al., 1996), are shown in red. The side chains shown in yellow are three residues from b that
have been mapped to within a few angstroms of the initiating NTP (bK838, bH999, and bK1004). The magenta spheres denote the a carbons
of amino acid positions where substitutions confer rifampicin resistance (Rifr). These residues line a small pocket on the roof of the main
RNAP channel.
required to recruit b9 into the a2b assembly intermediate C-terminal tail of b9 (Figures 3 and 4), suggesting v
may play a chaperonin role in the final stages of RNAP(Wang et al., 1997), forms a separate domain from the
rest of b but is almost completely surrounded by b9 assembly (Mukherjee and Chatterji, 1997).
regions B, C, D, and H (Figures 3 and 4). Overall, b
regions A, B, and C are the only conserved regions of Subunit Structure
The structure of the aNTD dimer in the core RNAP isthe two large subunits that do not make intersubunit
contacts. almost identical to the isolated aNTD structure (Zhang
and Darst, 1998) except for domain movements. In theThe v subunit makes contacts only with b9, consistent
with the cross-linking results of Gentry and Burgess RNAP structure, domain II of each aNTD monomer is
rotated toward the RNAP. Domain II (along with domain(1993). The v subunit completely wraps around the
Cell
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Figure 6. Sequence Conservation in b and b9 Mapped onto the Core RNAP Structure
Molecular surface representations of core RNAP color-coded according to amino acid sequence conservation within the b and b9 subunits
(the a and v surfaces are not color-coded and are white), with low sequence conservation shown as white, very high (100%) shown in red,
with a gradient in between. Some structural features discussed in the text are labeled. Displayed using the program GRASP (Nicholls et al.,
1991). (Left) The same view as shown in Figure 3B. (Right) A similar view as shown in Figure 3C. The active site Mg21 is visible as a magenta
sphere. In this view, one can see directly through the molecule down the axis of the secondary channel.
I) of each aNTD monomer makes interactions with b (aI) bifurcates the main channel into two separate channels
(Figure 7a). The secondary channel thus formed is rouglyor b9 (aII), but the interactions between domain II of aI
and b are much more extensive. In fact, domain II of aII 10±12 AÊ in diameter, not large enough to accommodate
double-stranded nucleic acid (either DNA±DNA or DNA±makes contacts with a region of b9 between regions
D and E that shows little sequence conservation with RNA). Furthermore, examination of the structure sug-
gests that threading of a single strand of DNA (such aseukaryotes. Thus, we predict that this interaction is not
critical for RNAP assembly. in the melted region of the transcription bubble) through
the secondary channel is unlikely. To achieve this with-As expected for such large proteins, both b and b9
comprise a number of relatively distinct domains (Figure out breaking a covalent bond in the DNA, the secondary
channel would have to be opened by disrupting the1). Two domains of b are unique in that they extend
away from the main body of b and do not interact with extensive interactions between b9 regions E and F with
b at the N-terminal end of the b9F helix. Finally, a coiledother b domains. One of these, the already mentioned
C-terminal part of bI (b structural domain 8), makes ex- coil±like structure extends from the main channel and
supports another loop-like structure that protrudes up-tensive interactions with b9. The second domain, which
spans bF and bH and includes bG (b domain 6), forms a ward, forming a rudder-like feature comprising b9 region
C (labeled b9C rudder in Figure 3). This feature can beflap-like structure that appears to be flexibly connected
to the rest of b (Figure 3); the position of this domain in seen clearly in the color-coded backbone of b9 as the
yellow coiled coil and loop extending from the right sidethe crystal structure is fixed only by crystal contacts
with symmetry-related RNAP molecules. of the main channel in Figure 4.
b9 contains an unusual Zn21-binding motif (Figure 3)The overall topology of b9 is circular in that the N and
C termini are near each other (Figures 3 and 4). A domain comprising four Cys residues between regions F and G
(Markov et al., 1999). Three of the Cys residues areof b9 that includes b9E extends up and interacts with b
on the face of the RNAP molecule nearest the viewer in arranged in a sequence reminiscent of a Zn21-binding
motif (b91195-CX6CX2C). The fourth Cys participatingFigure 3. Region F of b9 is most remarkable; it begins
in the upper domain of b9 where b9E ends, then forms a in the Zn21 chelation is b9Cys1113, 82 residues away,
explaining why this was not identified as a Zn21-bindinghelical segment and loop that traverses directly across
the middle of the main channel (Figure 3), then ends site from sequence analysis. The four Cys residues are
absolutely conserved in prokaryotes (they correspondfirmly anchored in the main body of b9. The active center
Mg21 is positioned at the base of the main channel di- to positions 814, 888, 895, and 898 of E. coli b9) but are
not conserved in eukaryotes. This, along with its locationrectly across from the b9F helix (Figure 7a). The b9F helix
conspires with b9G, which forms a long loop that extends on the bottom side of b9 on the outside of the channel
(Figure 3), suggests it plays a critical structural role ininto the main channel, to form a wall-like structure that
Crystal Structure of T. aquaticus RNA Polymerase
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Figure 7. RNAP Structure±Function Rela-
tionship
(a) Molecular surface representations of the
ªopen bookº views of the inside of the RNAP
channel. The top row shows the inside, top
surface of the channel (primarily b), and the
bottom row shows the inside, bottom surface
(primarily b9). Colored gray are the parts of
the protein structure that have been sliced
away. (The gray surfaces of the top and bot-
tom views do not match because the slicing
and viewing angles are different to afford the
best views of the structural features dis-
cussed.) The active center Mg21 is visible as
a magenta sphere. On the left, the sequence
conservation is mapped onto the structure as
in Figure 6. On the right, various functional
sites determined from DNA and RNA cross-
linking experiments are mapped onto the
structure. The color coding is as follows: red,
absolutely conserved -NADFDGD- motif of
b9D; orange, cross-links to various probes po-
sitioned at the 39-end of the RNA transcript
(Markovtsov et al., 1996; Nudler et al., 1998);
yellow, cross-links to various probes position
at the 59-end of the i site NTP substrate (Mus-
taev et al., 1991; Severinov et al., 1995; Zay-
chikov et al., 1996); green, cross-links from
probes incorporated into specific positions
of the template strand of the DNA (Nudler et
al., 1996); blue, a cross-link mapped from a
probe incorporated at the 210 position of the
RNA transcript (Nudler et al., 1998).
(b) Schematic model of the structure of a ter-
nary transcription complex. Double-stranded
DNA is represented as blue cylinders. The
DNA template strand is shown as a blue line;
the nontemplate strand, a cyan line; the RNA
transcript, a red line. Very little information is
available to position the nontemplate DNA
strand within the model; it is shown here for
illustrative purposes only. (Left) View with in-
tact RNAP molecule. (Bottom) Same view but
with parts of the RNAP cut away (shown in
gray) to reveal the inner workings of the com-
plex, which are labeled.
the folding of b9 that is performed by some other subunit mapped regions (never more than 3 or 4 residues) are
sometimes even closer to the active center Mg21 butof the eukaryotic enzymes.
were not mapped. Two additional protein fragments are
within 12 AÊ of the active center Mg21. One is centeredActive Center
As expected, the three Asp residues within the abso- about bHis999 (within bI, see Figure 5, bottom panel).
This fragment would not have been mapped in the hy-lutely conserved -NADFDGD- motif of b9D chelate a Mg21
ion (Figure 5). Substitution of these Asp residues by droxyl-radical cleavage experiment because it lies
C-terminal of the site used to radioactively label the bAla gives rise to a dominant-lethal phenotype, which is
explained by the in vitro ability of the mutant RNAP to subunit. A second region is centered about b9 residue
632 (within b9C). The hydroxyl-radical cleavage sitesoccupy promoter sites on the DNA and form stable open
complexes that lack any detectable catalytic activity were mapped by analysis of the electrophoretic mobility
of the protein cleavage products. Small errors in the(Zaychikov et al., 1996), identifying the chelated Mg21
as the catalytic center of the enzyme. The hydroxyl- analysis due to anomalous mobilities of the protein frag-
ments could easily account for the small discrepanciesradical cleavage experiment of Mustaev et al. (1997)
identified nine sites widely separated in the primary se- with the structure noted above. Furthermore, the hy-
droxyl-radical cleavage experiment was done on a bi-quences of b (five sites) and b9 (four sites; Figure 1)
that must be close to the active center Mg21. All of the nary complex of RNAP holoenzyme with promoter DNA.
Conformational changes of the RNAP around the activemapped hydroxyl-radical cleavage sites converge near
the active center Mg21 in the structure (Figure 5, top center, as well as protection of some protein fragments
from hydroxyl-radical cleavage by the presence of thepanel). One cleavage site (b9E in Figure 5, top panel) is
20 AÊ from the active center Mg21, and the others are DNA or the s subunit, could also account for these
discrepancies.12 AÊ or less, although some residues adjacent to the
Cell
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The high degree of sequence conservation between DNA and RNA Interactions
To map the structural components of the RNAP involvedthe large RNAP subunits from prokaryotes to eukaryotes
in the formation of the template DNA and product RNA-(Figure 1) points to structural homologies, which are
binding sites, a series of stalled elongation complexesborne out by low-resolution structures from electron
were analyzed in which cross-linkable probes were in-microscopy (Darst et al., 1991, 1998a, 1998b). The multi-
corporated into specific positions of the DNA or RNAple functions performed by the elongating RNAP, which
(Markovtsov et al., 1996; Nudler et al., 1996, 1998). Theresult in the rapid, highly processive, and accurate syn-
results of these studies are summarized in a recent re-thesis of RNA complementary to the template strand of
view (Nudler, 1999) and mapped onto the structure inthe DNA, likely leave little room for evolutionary variabil-
Figure 7a. In these views, the RNAP molecule has beenity in the region surrounding the active center. This is
sliced in half down the middle of the channel, then theindeed the case (Figures 6 and 7a); regions of very high
two halves have been splayed apart (like opening asequence conservation (approaching 100%) are con-
book) to view the inner surfaces of the top and bottomcentrated around the active center Mg21 and radiate
walls of the channel. In these views, some of the struc-outward in all directions, dissipating at the outer por-
tural features discussed earlier become very apparenttions of the molecule where species-specific regulatory
and are labeled. These include the wall formed by b9interactions are likely to occur.
regions F and G that bifurcates the main channel (caus-
ing the formation of the secondary channel), and theSubstrate and Inhibitor Binding
ªrudderº formed by b9C, which extends up from the bot-The RNAP contains binding sites for two NTP substrates:
tom surface of the channel. On the left side of Figurethe i site, which will ultimately become the 59-end of the
7a, the sequence conservation in b and b9 is mappedRNA transcript, and the i 1 1 site (sometimes called the
onto the exposed surfaces. On the right, the cross-linkelongation site), which will extend the i site nucleotide
mapping studies and other information are displayed.in the 39-direction when phosphodiester bond formation
On the right, surrounding the active center Mg21 (ma-takes place. Cross-linking experiments with initiating
genta sphere) is the absolutely conserved -NADFDGD-nucleotide analogs have identified three residues that
motif, shown in red. Cross-links mapped to the a-phos-are within angstroms of the initiating nucleotide occu-
phate of the initiating nucleotide occupying the i sitepying the i site (Mustaev et al., 1991; Zaychikov et al.,
are shown in yellow (just visible near the active center1996) (Figure 1), bLys838 (within bH), and bHis999 and Mg21 on the bottom view). Further in the 59 direction,
bLys1004 (within bI), corresponding to E. coli bLys1065, the g-phosphate of the initiating nucleotide cross-links
bHis1237, and bLys1242. These three residues are clus-
to a peptide fragment on the upper face of the channeltered together on the back wall of the RNAP channel,
(shown in yellow in the top view) that is coincident withall no more than 11 AÊ from the active center Mg21 (Figure
the Rif site (shown in magenta in the top view). Alterna-5, bottom panel). Interestingly, these residues are very
tively, cross-links from the 39-end of the RNA transcripthighly conserved (bLys838 is absolutely conserved) but
are mapped in orange.
cannot play a role in the RNAP catalytic activity, since
Crosslinks from the downstream portion of the DNA
RNAP with cross-linked nucleotide adducts at these
template strand (from 13 to 115, with 21 denoting the
positions remains active for phosphodiester bond for- 39-end of the RNA transcript) map to the upper surface
mation. of the channel (shown in green in the top view), while
All of the amino acid substitutions that confer rifampi- cross-links from probes incorporated further upstream
cin resistance (Rifr) to E. coli RNAP have been mapped on the template strand (from 112 to 24) map mainly to
to different regions of the b subunit (Jin and Gross, 1988; the bottom surface of the channel (shown in green in
Severinov et al., 1993) (Figure 1). These sites cluster the bottom view). Finally, cross-links from probes incor-
around a pocket on the upper wall of the main channel porated at the 210 position of the RNA transcript map
(Figure 5, bottom panel and Figure 7). The center of the to a region on the bottom surface of the channel near
pocket is roughly 20 AÊ (in a straight line) from the cata- the ªrudderº (shown in blue in the bottom view).
lytic center Mg21, explaining how initiating nucleotide
analogs covalently attached to rifampicin by a 15 AÊ linker Discussion
arm can be active for phosphodiester bond formation
(Mustaev et al., 1994). A number of observations indicate The features and dimensions of the core RNAP struc-
the Rif site lies along the 59-direction upstream from the ture, along with the mapping results localizing relative
active center, near the 22 to 23 position of the DNA positions of the nucleotide framework within the elon-
template strand (Mustaev et al., 1994). Consistent with gating RNAP, suggest a model for the transcription com-
this, a fourth site of cross-linking to the g-phosphate of plex schematically illustrated in Figure 7a. All of the
an initiating substrate analog (but not the a- or results mapped onto the structure in Figure 7a, including
b-phosphate) has been mapped to a peptide fragment the relative orientations of 39 and 59 sites of the RNA
contained within one of the Rif regions (Severinov et al., transcript, as well as downstream and upstream posi-
1995) (Figure 7a). In the presence of rifampicin, RNAP tions of the DNA template, orient the RNAP with respect
forms the open complex on promoter DNA and initiates to the nucleotide framework as denoted by the arrows
RNA synthesis, but elongation of the RNA product halts in Figure 7, indicating the downstream DNA entering the
after only a few nucleotides. Elongating RNAP, however, RNAP and the upstream DNA exiting. These considera-
is resistant to rifampicin. These properties have led to tions place the wall that bifurcates the main channel in
the idea that the presence of rifampicin inhibits RNA a downstream position, and the rudder and flexible flap
upstream.synthesis by blocking the path of the elongating RNA.
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The 39-proximal 8 to 9 nucleotides of the RNA tran- elongation complexes (Rees et al., 1993). The main
script (positions 21 to 29) form an RNA-DNA hybrid chamber of the RNAP channel is occupied by 9 bp of
with the DNA template strand (Nudler et al., 1997). The double-stranded DNA, about 9 bp of the RNA-DNA hy-
cross-link from the 210 position of the RNA to a site brid, and the nontemplate strand of the DNA, which is
near the upstream rudder places this protein feature in some unknown location. This appears to leave little
near the upstream edge of the transcription bubble, room for entry of the NTP substrates into the active
where the DNA template strand is separated from the center. We thus propose that the secondary channel
RNA transcript and reanneals with the DNA nontemplate allows access of the NTP substrates to the active center
strand. This indirectly suggests that the upstream rud- of the RNAP.
der may play a role in these processes. It is interesting It should be noted that this model depicts the structure
to note that a b hairpin loop in T7 RNAP, which is reminis- of the ternary elongation complex, which is able to main-
cent of the upstream rudder, plays a direct role in form- tain the structure of the transcription bubble and RNA-
ing the upstream edge of the transcription bubble in DNA hybrid as it processively translocates along the
that system (Cheetham et al., 1999). DNA template in the downstream direction. However,
The RNA transcript is protected against RNAse diges- the core RNAP is unable to initiate the formation of this
tion from the 39-end to around position 214 (Komissa- structure from a double-stranded DNA template. This
rova and Kashlev, 1998), presumably by being bound function requires additional protein factors, either the
within the ternary elongation complex. In our model, the promoter specificity s subunit of prokaryotes (Helmann
39-proximal 8 to 9 nucleotides are enclosed in the main and Chamberlin, 1988) or a set of basal transcription
channel of the RNAP and engaged in a hybrid with the factors for the eukaryotic enzymes (Conaway and Cona-
DNA template strand. This leaves single-stranded RNA way, 1990). These factors are known to interact closely
from about position 210 to 214 to be accomodated with both the core RNAP as well as the DNA, indicating
within the structure. Domain 6 of the b subunit (the that the structure of an initiation complex at a promoter
ªflexible flapº) is interesting in this regard. As discussed may be very different from the model for an elongation
earlier, it forms an independent structural domain that complex presented here.
appears to be flexibly connected to the RNAP. A groove This model suggested by the structure is consistent
or channel is thus formed between the domain and the with the available evidence discussed above. Neverthe-
RNAP (see Figure 7a), and the disposition of this groove less, it is not proven by any of the experimental data,
with respect to the rudder is such that the upstream and other models consistent with the data could be
RNA could easily enter this groove and extend through constructed. In the end, a detailed understanding of the
it. We thus suggest that the upstream RNA (from about complete transcription process will require structures
210 to 214) is enclosed between the flexible flap and of complexes between RNAP, DNA, RNA, and regulatory
the main body of the RNAP, explaining the RNAse foot- factors trapped at each stage of the transcription cycle
printing results. The possible flexibility of the flap, which for both prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Gnatt et al., 1997).
would allow it to open and close (as suggested in Figure We hope that the availability of the core RNAP structure
7b), raises interesting possibilities for potential struc- and the model we have proposed will stimulate and
tural changes of the RNAP coincident with the transition guide further experimentation directed toward under-
from a promoter-specific open complex (in the presence standing transcription and its regulation.
of the s subunit), to the highly stable and processive
ternary elongation complex, and finally to a termination
Experimental Procedures
complex in which the nucleic acids are rapidly released.
In the downstream direction, the two DNA strands are Purification and Crystallization
annealed only one or two bases downstream of the RNA T. aquaticus frozen cell paste was a generous gift of M. Capp and
T. Record (University of Wisconsin). The preperative procedure for39-end. About 9 bp of the downstream double-stranded
T. aquaticus core RNAP was similar to the preparation of E. coliDNA are bound in the RNAP and required for the stability
core RNAP (Polyakov et al., 1995). Briefly, approximately 200 g wetof the elongation complex (Nudler et al., 1996). More-
cell paste was thawed and lysed using a continuous-flow Frenchover, both strands of the DNA in this downstream region press. After a low-speed spin, the soluble fraction was precipitated
are completely protected from hydroxyl-radical cleav- with 0.6% Polymin-P. RNAP was eluted from the Polymin-P pellet
age, suggesting enclosure in a protein tunnel (Metzger with TGED buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8], 5% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA,
et al., 1989; Schickor et al., 1990; Mecsas et al., 1991; 1 mM DTT) 1 1 M NaCl, then precipitated by adding 33% (w/v)
ammonium sulfate. The pellet was resuspended and loaded onto aPolyakov et al., 1995). Assuming the DNA is B form,
50 ml column of heparin-Sepharose FF (Pharmacia) equilibriatedabout 30 AÊ of double-stranded DNA need to be accomo-
with TGED 1 0.2 M NaCl. The RNAP was eluted from the columndated in the channel. The length of the RNAP channel
with TGED 1 0.6 M NaCl. The RNAP was again precipitated with
from the proposed entry point of the downstream DNA ammonium sulfate, then resuspended and loaded on a Superdex-
to the bifurcation point at the b9F helix is approximately 200 gel filtration column equilibriated with TGED 1 0.5 M NaCl.
30 AÊ and could thus account for these data. The DNA Fractions containing RNAP were pooled and loaded onto a Mono-Q
in this region is enclosed between the top and bottom (Pharmacia) ion-exchange column equilibriated with TGED 1 0.1 M
NaCl. The protein was eluted with a gradient from 0.1 to 0.5 Mwalls of the channel, explaining the hydroxyl-radical
NaCl. The RNAP peak eluted at around 0.3 M NaCl. The RNAPfootprinting results.
was concentrated using a centrifugal filter, then loaded onto an SPIn the model, the upstream and downstream double-
Sepharose (Pharmacia) column equilibriated in TGED 1 0.1 M NaCl.
stranded DNA form an angle greater than 908 with re- After loading, the column was incubated at 48C for at least 10 hr,
spect to each other (Figure 7), closely matching the then pure RNAP was eluted with a 0.1 to 0.5 M NaCl gradient (core
disposition of the DNA with respect to the RNAP mole- RNAP eluted at around 0.3 M NaCl). Two hundred grams of wet cell
paste typically yielded 15 mg of core RNAP, which was more thancule observed by atomic force microscopy of ternary
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99% pure as judged from overloaded, Coomassie-stained SDS gels. calculations were performed using CNS (Adams et al., 1997). From
an initial R factor of 0.44 (Rfree 5 0.45), the current R factor is 0.35This sample was ready for crystallization.
Crystals of T. aquaticus core RNAP were grown by vapor diffusion. (Rfree 5 0.41) for data from 100±3.2 AÊ resolution and a 0s cutoff (with
bulk solvent correction and group b factor refinement), 0.33 for dataTen microliters of protein solution (17 mg/ml) were mixed with the
same volume of a solution containing 40%±45% saturated from 8±3.3 (Rfree 5 0.39). The Rfree was closely monitored during all
refinement procedures. Further refinement is in progress.(NH4)2SO4, 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), and 20 mM MgCl2, and incubated
as a hanging drop over the same solution. Crystals grew in 2±3
weeks to typical dimensions of 0.15 mm 3 0.15 mm 3 0.4 mm Acknowledgments
at room temperature. For cryocrystallography, the crystals were
presoaked in stabilization solution (same as the crystallization solu- We thank M. Capp and T. Record for the gift of frozen T. aquaticus
tion except with 50% saturated ammonium sulfate). The crystals cell paste; A. Mustaev for stimulating discussions regarding the
were then soaked in stabilization solution containing 50% (w/v) su- structure and for experiments to confirm the binding of Pb in the
crose for about 30 min before flash freezing. The frozen crystals active center metal site; and V. Nikiforov for the extensive alignment
diffracted to 4.0 AÊ from an in-house X-ray generator. Spots could of RNAP subunits and for discussions regarding the structure. Some
sometimes be observed, in one direction, to 2.7 AÊ resolution at of the DNA and protein sequencing was performed by the Rockefel-
synchrotron beamlines. Diffraction data were processed using ler University Protein/DNA Technology Center. We are indebted to
DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski, 1991). J. Bonanno and D. Jeruzalmi for assistance with crystallographic
Selenomethionyl core RNAP was prepared and crystallized using calculations; R. Bennet of the Rockefeller University Computing
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(culture medium 162) (Degryse et al., 1978). Cells were induced to providing computing facilities; D. Thiel, S. Gruner, and members of
incorporate selenomethionine by suppression of methionine biosyn- the MacCHESS staff, L. Berman and the staff at NSLS X25, and W.
thesis (Doublie, 1997). Schildkamp and the BioCARS staff at APS for support and assis-
tance in data collection; G. Schneider for the gift of Ta6Br14; W. Jahn
for the Ir4 cluster; and J. Goldberg, R. Landick, and S. Nair forCloning and Sequencing
helpful discussions. We are indebted to S. K. Burley, J. Kuriyan, R.Several internal fragments of the rpoBC operon and a fragment of
MacKinnon, and the rest of the Rockefeller University structuralrpoA were PCR amplified from T. aquaticus genomic DNA using
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